Client Meal Delivery

Client Meal Delivery volunteers will ride along with a staff driver and support the home-delivering of meals to our clients.

volunteer with us

Kitchen

Our volunteers help chop and peel veggies, pack out burgers, season chicken, and more! If you like to cook, this is the job for you.

volunteer with us
Meal Packaging

Meal Packaging involves packaging our nutritionally designed menus into bags for delivery to our clients.

volunteer with us

Walking Deliveries

Walking delivery volunteers take an hour or two during lunch time on Wednesdays and Fridays to deliver in the neighborhood.

volunteer with us

Office Assistance

Office tasks range from listening and responding to client voicemails, entering client information into our client database, and conducting telephone interviews with clients for service enrollment.

sign up to volunteer

Volunteering during COVID-19 Outbreak

Thank you for your interest in volunteering with God’s Love We Deliver! God’s Love has been deemed an Essential Service Provider in New York City and will continue working to cook, package, and deliver delicious, medically tailored meals to our neighbors living with severe and chronic illness during the COVID crisis.

If you are not feeling well or have any concerns about volunteering DO NOT VOLUNTEER NOW.

- If you have tested positive for COVID-19, you may not volunteer until completing 10 days of isolation from the onset of symptoms or 10 days of isolation after the positive test if you remain asymptomatic.
- If you have had close or proximate contact with a person with COVID-19 for a prolonged period of time AND you are experiencing COVID-19 related symptoms you may not volunteer until completing 10 days of isolation from the onset of symptoms.
If you have had close or proximate contact with a person with COVID-19 for a prolonged period of time AND you are not experiencing symptoms, you may volunteer after completing 14 days of self-quarantine.

If you or a person living in your home have traveled to any of the states on the NY State quarantine list, you may volunteer after completing 14 days of self-quarantine.

Volunteers are needed to help cook, package, and deliver meals. All volunteers will be called one day prior to your shift and screened for travel from quarantined states. You will also be asked a series of screening questions when you arrive at our building.

**We have added protocols to ensure safety for our volunteers, clients, and staff.** Please note, we will continue to update our protocols as per CDC guidance. Masks are available to all volunteers and MUST BE WORN AT ALL TIMES IN THE BUILDING. A staff member is ensuring all volunteers are practicing social distancing at all times.

If you have any additional questions, please don't hesitate to email us at volunteer@glwd.org. Thank you for your support.

Sign up to Volunteer

**Thank you for your interest in volunteering**

**Individuals**

Without the help of our amazing volunteers — more than 16,000+ strong every year — we simply would not be able to cook and deliver 8,000 delicious and nutritious meals each weekday to our neighbors in need. Outnumbering our staff by a ratio of more than 100 to 1, volunteers work in the kitchen, deliver meals and work in meal packaging, work in our office and help out with special events. We have opportunities for corporate, community, and student groups, as well as individuals. View all of our opportunities [here](mailto:volunteer@glwd.org). For more information, you can contact our Volunteer Office at volunteer@glwd.org or 212.294.8158.

See all Opportunities & Sign Up

**Urgent Needs**

**Client Meal Delivery**

Our most-needed shift, you'll ride as passenger in our delivery van and assist our staff in delivering meals to our clients.

Sign Up

**Videos**
Thank you to the more than 1,700 volunteers who worked so hard to help us cook and home-deliver 8,400 Thanksgiving meals this year!
Our Volunteers are 10,000 Strong!

Published on Apr 12, 2018

For more than three decades, God's Love We Deliver has been providing the medically tailored, nutritious meals that our clients so urgently require. From the very beginning, we recognized the force of the tremendous heart of our volunteers. Today, we are proud and humbled to have the help of our now 13,000 individuals who give their time and talent to God's Love every year.

No Tank Tops in the Kitchen!

Published on May 23, 2017

At God's Love We Deliver, we are committed to maintaining the highest possible standard of food safety for our clients living with severe illness. It's important to our staff, our volunteers, and our clients to know that every single one of the thousands of meals produced in our kitchen each year has been prepared with a commitment to quality, nutrition and love.
On Sunday, June 24, God's Love We Deliver was joined by over 200 staff, volunteers, and community members at the 49th Annual NYC Pride March. God's Love has participated in the event for more than 28 years and we are grateful to everyone who joined us!

#FeedYourPride
What we accomplish with our volunteers

Published on Jun 28, 2018

Every year our volunteers help us reach new heights as we deliver more meals and reach more people than ever. Check out all the fantastic milestones we have reached this year -- we couldn't have accomplished so much without you!

Current Playlist: Swipe for more

- Thanksgiving 2019

- Our Volunteers are 10,000 Strong!
No Tank Tops in the Kitchen!

# FeedYourPride!

What we accomplish with our volunteers

From the Blog: Volunteers

Rising to the Challenge: God’s Love We Deliver Response during COVID-19

It’s the start of our new fiscal year, and we look forward to all that we will accomplish together! In our past year alone (June 2019–June 2020), God’s Love cooked and home-delivered 2.33 million nutritious, indiv...
#StayAtHomeBingo with Douglas Elliman

Our largest delivery ever: Delivering 140,000 shelf-stable meals in one weekend
This past weekend, we were joined by 150 generous volunteers in their own cars helping us make our largest delivery ever, of 140,000 emergency shelf-stable meals – fourteen days of each client’s daily nutritional needs —...

**2,000+ Volunteer Service Hours**

- Wing Tat Leung
- Edward Prostak
- Norma Grant
- Brenda Curtis
- Richard Ophals
- Roz Gilbert
- Dennis Luczak
- Martin Friedman
- Monica Tarver
- Randy Savitt
- Bob White
- Evan Schwartz
- Irv Lerner
- John Moore
- Leslie Plotkin
- Brian Hotaling
- Gayle Balsky
- Edward Coffina
- Jonathan Wind
- Laurie Machson
- Patrick McGuire
- Mary Fong
- Denise Gilson
- Angelo Sperrazza
- Raj Singh
- Ann Parker
- aimee Ross
- Charles McEwen
- Minna Lipkin
- David Stern
- Gerardo Huertas
- Michael Brodesky
- Martha Palma
- Richard Fink
- Susan Kupferberg
- Ruth Pardo

**1,000-1,999 Volunteer Service Hours**

- Carol Alexander
- George Cominskie
- Robert O'Sullivan
- Jicky Leidicke
- Mary Pat Archer
- Linda Irby
- Vincent Rada
- Donald Eckert
100-999 Volunteer Service Hours

- Susan Kantrowitz
- T. j. Luty
- Timothy Gibson
- Stephanie Suskin
- Lorna Facey
- Paula Coyne
- Michael Normile
- Eric Sanders
- Lucy Hwang
- Mari Cossaboom
- Erica Dubno
- Jim Fox
- Paul Steinberg
- Sara Grodensky
- Nancy Napolitano
- Sharon Cacioppo
- Alice Jan
- Fran Ferguson
- Laurie Bloomfield
- Pamela Conrad
- Fitz Fitz
- Alma Thompson
- Sunny Cade
- James Magenheimer
- Eugene Lefkowitz
- Paul Brotman
- John DeRemigis
- Conall Sinclair
- Audrey Manners
- Stephen Dohnalek
- B. Michael Gould
- Francis McLaughlin
- Perry Eisman
- Desmond Hunnighen
- Susan Kozicharow
- Lenni Friedman
- Laurie Shapley
- Janice Gould
- Paul Hatten
- Barbara Gould
- Charles Hovland
- Mary Bernet
- Nila Perez
- Sandra Findley
- Charlie Gerald jr
- Jocelyne Lamour
- Sandy Gluck
- Leila Mae Makdissi
- Julia Masi
- Gina Palma
- Peter Daw
- Brent Crook
Annie Wong
Meg Morrera
Mary Ellen McPhelim
John Sheehan
Sherry Gamlin
David Berne
Peter Kerrigan
Joyce Garlick
Patricia Johnson
Brian Scribner
Dorothy Gingeras
Pat Suzuki
Marsha Shaw
Emily Jones
Kwai Yoong Leong
James Curran
Joanne Gouge
Richard Wagman
Zishi Lee
CJ Decimus
Jean Mitchell
Rich Wesolowski
Benny Igwebe
robin schweitzer
Ed Musselman
Glenn Diamant
Susan Oher
Heidi Sheinman
Charles Napoli
Robert Herbert
Steven Roth
Narda Ducheine
Nancy Rapp
Kathleen Caronna
Debra Thom
Pat McDonough
Stuart Malkin
Courtney Bayko
Peter Miccuci
Belinda Burleson
Stan Raba
John Duff
Robert Auta
Ruth Tabakin
Christina Nelson
Eric Hastings
Sylvia Pereli
Martin fitzpatrick
Gail Samuelson
Michael Welten
Oswaldo Rodriguez
Joan Nissen
Lois Haslett
Zjef van Bezouw
Anjali Ray
Carol Strasser
Andrew Lange
Martine Chautard-Hasenauer
Courtney Ford
Nicole Gallagher
Bonni McCoy
Paige Wu
Adam Kurzyna
Karin Allen
Ric Boltz
Maggie Cusimano
Robert Hartling
Ed Gordon
Cameron Liguori
Judy Kuryk
Gwen Leung
Michael Amster
Feline Lo
Laura nuter
Toni Levine
Rupert Moore
Laura Schwartz
Eileen Lee
Ruth Levine
Tauseef Chauhan
Lisa Burgett
Katherine Patton
William Lux
Jean Karotkin
Fiona Teoxon
Eva Wirth
Peter Forsman
Moss Roberts
Connie Ingold
Meredith Cram
Seth Brotman
Henry Raine
Bari Sugarman
Jeffrey Stein
Virginia Gault
Linda Foley
David Baldwin
Susana Guarino
Jeffrey Savitch
Gloria Coleman
Brian Marshall
Kate Douglass
Steve Bell
Vanessa Lancaric
Mary Benedetto
Elissa Diamond
Subhas Kandasamy
Melissa Sobol
Steven Chaiken
Tracy Waksler
• Rita Gibbons
• Paula Rossano
• Julie Aaron
• Carlos Fragoso
• Mark Lewin
• Gloria Chew
• Cindy Quon
• Edward Kurtzman
• Jacqueline Seltzer
• Jeffrey pagliaro
• Jana Glaser
• Cheryl Silverbrand
• Robert Gery
• Dawn Feher
• Janice Mclean
• Carol Merkel
• Samantha Roman
• Benjamin Shu
• Diana Roman
• Christophe Pourquier
• Monica Hooke
• Amy Cole
• Jane Lee
• Karen Bdera
• Durga Mallampalli
• Gregory Jackson
• Adva Mamanov
• Melissa Segal
• Hugh Zanger
• Nauman Butt
• Candace Leslie
• Linda Heckman
• Fayne Ansley
• Norelle Swift
• Denise Tartaglia
• Katia Sperduto
• Adam Boornazian
• Fraustina Hsu
• Andreas Vavaroutsos
• Jane Eagleson
• Deirdre Clarke
• Yusyin Hsin
• John Battista
• Karen Griffith
• Richard Ignacio
• Jonas Stonebraker II
• Susan Weinz
• Deborah Lorber
• EunJu Park
• Vito Genovese
• Steven Turner
• Amelie Mann
• Victor Bekker
• Axel Folz
• Bryan Banks
- Duncan MacDonald
- Susan Siminow
- Michael Mangone
- Christopher Burt
- Laura Epstein
- Michaela Kurdziel
- Anna Maria Fattori
- Curran Altschul
- Patrick Beh
- Josephine Edwards
- Chris Hall
- Lynn Acacia
- Audenago Martinez
- Chantal Newman
- Laura Kaufmann
- Molly Calvanese
- Richard Pontone
- Jannie Chang
- Michael Acevedo
- Sarah Fetter
- Karleen Whelan
- Christian Diggs
- Lynn Christie
- Brian Decker
- Roberta Troilo
- Joy Nagy
- Aubrey Churchward
- Samantha Cooperman
- Sarah Glover
- Barry Gelda
- Frank Tamayo
- Edwin Tse
- Joyce Lovell
- Jiayu Wang
- Cheyenne Sparrow
- Tracey Hummer
- Anne Bradford
- Neil Goold
- Nancy Maldonado
- Burtt Brown
- Jazz Mace
- Shane Inman
- Tom Boule
- Diane Torres
- James Rivera
- Michael Mango
- Sahimar Yammine
- Bryan McCay
- Bryan Frank
- Elaine Guardo
- Stephanie Kung
- Rob Nelson
- Benny Lin
- Michael Tomei
- Kevin Basham
Brendan Reilly
Caitlin Mahoney
Ronni Faust
Lena Hunter
Carol Kuzmyak
Reuben Bhat
Paul Tarantola
Tom Gullo
Francine Santagata
Zoe Carey
Joseph Sheehan
Gretchen Van Dyk
Brian O’Reilly
Patricia Gentile
Evelyn Stefanidis
Mary Fraser
Sonali Mistry
Elana Slott
Albert Velasco
Rose Poy
Carole Smargon
Kenya Brown
Bandar Alturkmani
Jessica Ong
Briana Wilsey
Carl Lauro
Emily Lawson
Barbara Chazan
peter bae
Natalie Pao
Madeline Warden
Genevieve Dreizen
Suellen Epstein
Carol Bastien
Adecia Bignall
Steve Kelley
Juana Nunez
Connie Madeo
Ingo Kretzschmar
Greer Hudson
Samantha Steinberg
Daniel Hoang
Steve Madra
Kaycie Haynes
Orlando Carreras
Letao Wang
Hilario Woods
Michael Wasserman
Camille Bryan
Jerry Nurse
Pete Webb
Barbara Curialle
Grace Kim
Toby Banks
Casey Lynn
Need More Information?

View our FAQs and other helpful information on our Volunteer FAQs & Resources page.

Or feel free to contact our Volunteer Office via email at volunteer@glwd.org or telephone at 212.294.8158.